Atc ato fuse difference

Automotive fuses are the gatekeepers and bodyguards of the automotive electronics world.
Whenever a sudden short or surge threatens any of the delicate electronics found in modern
cars and trucks, a fuse stands ready to valiantly throw itself into the field of fire. In doing so, the
fuse takes a figurative bullet for some more valuable, complex, or indispensable component or
device, like a car stereo or amplifier. This often results in some temporary loss of functionality,
but fuses are cheap and usually easy to replace, and any underlying problem will typically be
revealed by repeated failures of a fuse on the same circuit. Fusible links, while different in
design, are identical in purpose and functionality. There are many different types of fuses, but
most modern cars and trucks use one or more of the following types of bladed fuses, in
descending order of size:. There are multiple sizes and configurations of blade fuses today, but
they all bear a physical resemblance to the original ATO fuses, and many applications still use
standard ATO and ATC fuses. The differences between these various types of blade fuses are
primarily size and number of terminals, although physically larger fuses are usually used in
higher current applications. Glass tube fuses consist of a glass tube, capped by metal
terminals, and with a metal strip passing through the center. Bosch type fuses are also roughly
cylindrical, but they are made of a solid ceramic material with a metal strip on the surface. Since
automotive fuses are differentiated both by design type and current rating, all fuses most
emphatically are not the same. Although it is definitely possible to replace any ATO fuse with
any other ATO fuse, doing so can be extremely dangerous if the wrong amperage fuse is
substituted. Similarly, it is sometimes physically possible to replace a Bosch type fuse with an
American-style glass tube type, but sticking to the same amperage rating is imperative, and a
flat-capped glass tube fuse will typically not fit well into a fuse holder designed for conical end
caps. There are six types of blade fuses that you may run into when you pop open the fuse box
on a modern car or truck: micro2, micro3, low-profile mini, mini, regular and maxi. For all blade
fuses, the housing may be opaque or clear. When the housing is clear, it's usually easy to tell
whether the fuse is bad, since the winding metal strip that connects the two terminals is easily
visible. If the strip is broken, that means the fuse has blown. Micro2 fuses are the smallest type
of blade fuse, and they are easily identifiable by the fact that they are so much taller than they
are wide. In terms of size, low-profile mini fuses and regular mini fuses share the same body
height and width, but the spade terminals of low-profile mini fuses barely extend past the
bottom of the body. Micro3 fuses are larger than Micro2, low-profile, or mini fuses, but they are
most easily identifiable by the fact that they utilize three spade terminals. Every other type of
blade fuse only uses two terminals. They also include two fuse elements , which allows a single
fuse to effectively handle two circuits. Although many applications started to replace ATO and
ATC fuses with mini fuses in the s, they are still widespread. These fuses are wider than they
are tall, and they come in two main types. The largest type of blade-style fuse is the maxi fuse.
These are significantly larger than any other type of blade or spade automotive fuse, and they
are typically used for higher current applications. Although fuses can blow under normal
operating conditions, due to age and wear, a blown fuse often indicates a deeper problem. So if
you replace a blown fuse with another fuse with a higher amperage rating, you may prevent the
fuse from blowing again immediately, but you also risk damaging some other electrical
component, or even starting a fire. There are three different ways to tell the amperage of a
blade-type fuse. The first is to look at the top of the fuse, where you will find the amperage
rating printed on or stamped into the plastic. If the rating has worn off, you can also look at the
color of the fuse body or check the fuse diagram to see what type of fuse belongs in that
particular slot. Colors and physical dimensions for blade type fuses are laid out in DIN , and not
all colors or amperage ratings are available in all sizes. While color-coding is standard almost
across the board for different types of automotive blade fuses, two notable exceptions are 25 A
and 35 A maxi fuses. These fuses are gray and brown, respectively, which are colors that are
also used for lower amperage fuses. However, maxi fuses are not available in 2 A or 7. Fusible
links perform the same basic function as fuses, but they go about it in a slightly different way. In
automotive applications, a fusible link is a length of wire that is several gauges thinner than the
wire that it is designed to protect. When all goes well, this results in the fusible link failing, and
breaking the circuit, before the protected wiring can fail. In addition to simply being thinner than
the rest of the wire in a circuit, fusible links are also encased in special materials that are
designed to not catch on fire when exposed to high temperatures. So while extremely high
current in a regular wire may cause a fire, a blown fusible link is less likely to do so. Fusible
links can be found in a variety of places in cars and truck, but they are commonly used in
high-amperage applications like starter motors , which can draw hundreds of amps. When this
type of fusible link blows, the vehicle will no longer start, but the risks of fire are lessened. In
other applications, the fusible link may be easier to get at and replace than the wiring it is
designed to protect. Blade fuses are sometimes physically difficult to pull out, but most

vehicles come with a fuse-puller tool that is located inside one of the fuse boxes or attached to
a fuse box lid. Although it is fairly easy for a practiced eye to identify car fuses on sight, you
can also look at a visual guide to help determine which type of fuse you need to obtain. If you
replace a fuse, and you find that it blows again, that usually means there is some underlying
problem that you will have to deal with. Replacing the fuse with a higher amperage fuse may
seem to fix the problem temporarily, but identifying the components present on that circuit, and
tracking down and fixing the actual, underlying problem, is the safer way to go. Replacing
fusible links is often a more involved job than simply pulling a fuse since they are typically
bolted in place and are sometimes difficult to reach. In the same way that using a replacement
fuse with the wrong amperage rating is a bad idea, replacing a blown fusible link with the wrong
part is extremely dangerous. In a best-case scenario, the fusible link won't be able to handle the
amperage of the application, and it will fail immediately. In a worst case scenario, you could end
up with a fire. Under absolutely no circumstance should you ever replace a fusible link with an
electrical cable. Maybe you have a ground strap or battery cable laying around that looks the
right size and length, but don't even think about it. Call your local parts store, give them the
application, and they'll be able to come up with a fusible link that's designed for the application
that you're working with. Since fusible links often carry tremendous amounts of current, doing
the job poorly, or using just any old replacement wire or cable, can result in a fire or a much
more costly repair when other wiring fails later on. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is
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sudden electrical surge. Fuses are designed to melt if exposed to an overcurrentâ€”interrupting
the circuit before it causes more significant damageâ€”but they are generally easy and
inexpensive to replace. A fuse is composed of a housing, fuse element and contacts, and they
vary in size and configuration. They come in either blade or cartridge-style. They are
interchangeable, provided the amperage rating is the same. The housing can be open or closed,
but neither is sealed or waterproof. Open cavities help prevent condensation in automotive
applications if the circuit gets heated above ambient temperature. Available in amperage ratings
of 1A to 40A Transparent housing for easy identification of blown fuse Used in automotive,
watercraft and low-voltage applications maximum 30 volts. This allows you to use more fuses in
the same amount of space. For newer vehicles, these fuses protect the additional circuits and
onboard electronics without adding bulk. Available in amperage ratings of 2A to 30A
Transparent housing for easy identification of blown fuse Silver-plated terminals for superior
conductivity. They are a blade-type fuse designed to replace fusible links or fusible wire. The
fuse link is completely enclosed to help protect against moisture and other corrosive or
damaging elements. Available in amperage ratings up to 80A Transparent housing for easy
identification of blown fuse Interrupting rating: A 58 DC. The JCase Low Profile fuse has a lower
profile and shorter male blade terminals but performs the same as a standard JCase. They are
designed to withstand higher temperatures for longer periods of time and are made for higher

amperage circuits, such as alternators and starters. The cartridges can be male or female; the
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are small female Maxi cartridge fuses that save space in vehicle fuse boxes. They offer
protection for high current circuits. Blo-N-Glo Fuses Another option is the Blo-N-Glo fuse ,
which features a built-in light that glows when the fuse is blown, saving you the time of
removing and checking every fuse to find the problem. To ensure your shop always has the
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short where the positive voltage shorts to ground , to a damaged component. When faults
happen, the power feeding the component must be disconnected immediately. The most
common cause of automotive fires is electrical shorts. Pulling too much amperage through a
wire always leads to that wire getting hot, and eventually it catches fire. If you have ever
experienced a wire fire, it is quite scary, especially if you are actively driving. Auto makers
design circuit breakers into every component in your vehicle, and most of them are housed in
one or two central locations. These are the fuse boxes. Some vehicles have individual fuse
boxes in various locations, but most vehicles use a centralized master fuse box, much like the
breaker box in your home. There are many types of circuit breakers, ranging from sacrificial
fuses to resettable circuit breakers , and then there is the classically dreaded fusible link , which
is the bane of many a mechanic. This article will address and identify the most common types of
automotive fuses that you may encounter. All of these automotive fuse types are destroy
themselves in the process of breaking the circuit. This is done through a piece of metal that
melts at a certain temperature point. Most American vehicles went away from glass fuses in
These fuses are rated for 32v DC and cover from 4 amps up to There are numerous designs for
automotive glass fuses. Slow-burn fuses, like the MDL type, are timed fuses. SFE â€” These are
the original glass fuses for automotive use. SFE stands for Society of Fuse Engineers, and have
different lengths so that the wrong fuse cannot be installed into the wrong placement. This
allows the MDL fuse to resist higher amperes for very brief moments, such as a high-draw from
a compressor or fan kicking on. Bosch â€” Used in older European vehicles, these plastic barrel
fuses have exposed metal fuse link. They install similar to a AA-type battery between two flat
springs. Lucas â€” The much maligned Lucas wiring system is used on British vehicles, and of
course they use different fuses from everyone else with a convoluted rating system. These are
ceramic barrel fuses similar to the Bosch style. When replacing a Lucas fuse with a non-Lucas
glass-type fuse, you use the smallest rating for the new fuse. Measurements are 9. Micro3 â€”

Also known as ATL, these These are generally used for higher voltage applications and are
time-delayed. They range from 15 to 60 amp ratings. When you need to manage high current,
you need a big fuse. These fuses are large and generally mount with bolts or in some case,
large blades. They are a bolt-down fuse and are slow blow. These fuses measure 19 x 68 mm.
Ratings range from 23 up to amp. These slow blow fuses measure 10mmx 41mm. ANL â€”
These fuses measure 20 x 82 mm and cover a range from 20 to amp. Unlike the other bolt-down
fuses, this design has slotted ends, so the bolts do not have to come out completely. It is
mounted with a single bolt. Fuse ratings range from 40 to amp. Class-T â€” commonly used for
EV and hybrid vehicles, the class-T fuse is a high voltage fuse. These are available in amperage
ratings from 10 up to amps, but the voltage capacity is much higher than volts, as these are
specifically for the battery packs, which are in the to volt range. Class T fuses are fast blow, and
have the fastest blow speed of all high current fuses. All non-glass sacrificial fuses are color
coded for their amperage. The codes change based on the fuse type. The most common fuses
you will encounter are blade type, so we have the basic color codes for them here:. You will
notice that the color do repeat. In most cases this is because the fuse types have limits, such as
a MAXI fuse does not go below 20 amps. Manual reset breakers are mostly used for aftermarket
applications such as car audio or lighting. Some manufacturers use auto-reset breakers for
certain devices that have high current draw during start-up, such as cooling fans or electric
motors. The benefit of an auto-reset breaker is that they reset themselves in the event that the
initial draw is too high due to heat or other issues. This means your cooling fans will still work if
they experience a brief high-draw issue, without have to replace the fuse. An auto-reset breaker
is not a good idea for electronics because it will constantly try to reset in the event of a failure
or short, and that is not a good thing. Manual breakers operate just like a sacrificial fuse, but
instead of replacing the fuse, you simply click the switch or button on the breaker and you are
back in business. These are beneficial for aftermarket circuits where blown fuses are common
car audio, added lights, etc , as high-current fuses are not cheap. Most sacrificial automotive
fuses are obvious when it is bad, but not always. These fuses have a metal bar that literally
burns up, disconnecting the power source from the rest of the circuit. If the little bar is melted,
the fuse is bad. This does not always happen where you can see it. This is a particular problem
that effect glass fuses. You cannot see the entire fusible element; the metal caps on either side
prevent it. Unlike blade fuses, the element is soldered to the cap. This is most common with
high-amp glass fuses. Using a test meter not a test light , set to continuity where the unit beeps
when the probes are touched together , and touch each lead to the ends or to the test terminals
of the fuse. Any other reading means there is problem with the fuse and it should be replaced.
High-amp glass fuses are notorious for melting the solder at lower amp ratings, so you may not
have an actual problem, it could just be a bad fuse. This is why glass fuses are no longer used
in most automotive applications. Replacing a bad fuse is fairly easy in most cases, but you do
need to take a few precautions. First, make sure the vehicle is off. This can cause the fuse to
pop even if you have rectified the actual problem due to the initial connection. If the problem
has not been rectified, the fuse is going to pop anyway, so it is best not to have it in your hand
when that happens. If your circuit is always live has power even with the key off , then you
should disconnect the ground terminal of the battery. Bladed, cartridge, and non-glass bladed
fuses can be really tricky to get out of their sockets. Most vehicles come with a small plastic
tweezer tool to remove the fuses, but you can use needle-nosed pliers in the likely case that the
tool is missing. A socket or nut driver is the best option, as a wrench can accidentally bridge
the gap on the fuse terminals and again, that is rarely a good thing to do. The most difficult to
remove fuse is a glass-type barrel fuse. These fuses are delicate. When the fuse goes bad, the
glass can break, but moreover, it can break when you are trying to get it out. Because the spring
terminals are tight, these fuses require some effort to remove. It is a good idea to use a
non-conductive tool to pry one side of the fuse out of the holder. Plastic or wood is perfect. The
short answer is almost never. There are a select few instances where you can go up to a larger
fuse, but only when you absolutely know that the wiring is capable of handling the extra current.
Example 1: You have a car audio system with an amplifier; The amp is wired with a 4-ga wire
that is 16 feet long. The previous amp had a amp fuse, the new amp requires 60 amps. The wire
capable of handling the larger load, go ahead and increase the fuse size. Example 2: You
replaced the head light bulbs with fancy new high-output bulbs. DO NOT increase the fuse size
for the headlights. In fact, you need to install a relay and re-wire the headlights with larger
gauge wires. The current draw of high-output bulbs is more than the factory wires can handle
and will result in a fire. Armed with the knowledge we have provided, you should be able to test
and replace any fuse with ease. Make sure you follow the safety protocols to protect yourself
and your vehicle. Coins, aluminum foil, etc are not suitable circuit breakers in any situation. DO
NOT bypass the fuse, that is a sure-fire way to end up in a catastrophic situation. Know How. A
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these automotive fuse types are destroy themselves in the process of breaking the circuit.
Glass Fuses Most American vehicles went away from glass fuses in Various glass fuses have
different diameters and widths, depending on the style. These SFE fuses have different widths
so that they only fit the appropriate circuit. This AGU fuse is a 40 amp, notes on the side. The
high-amp glass fuses can melt the solder before the actual fuse pops. Barrel Non-Glass Bosch
â€” Used in older European vehicles, these plastic barrel fuses have exposed metal fuse link.
These Bosch barrel fuses are used in European cars, through the s. This is a amp model. They
are labeled with paper inside the glass, which makes it hard to see if the fuse is still good. The
classic ATC fuse is a plastic blade type. The amperage is noted by both the color and printed on
the top. You can test these fuses through the exposed tabs with a meter. This is the big boy
MAXI fuse, these are used for high-current applications. Cartridge These are generally used for
higher voltage applications and are time-delayed. High-Current When you need to manage high
current, you need a big fuse. ANL fuses are also used for high-current applications, and can go
up to amps. Color Cod
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ing All non-glass sacrificial fuses are color coded for their amperage. The most common fuses
you will encounter are blade type, so we have the basic color codes for them here: Blade Fuses
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